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1.Classification of competitions.
1.1. Competitions are classified as a personally-command is conducted with the aim:
1.1.1. Determination the strongest young sportsmen among the participating countries of
championship;
1.1.2. Popularization and further development of the "Universal fight" among the children of
participating countries and involving of them in the active going in for sports;
1.1.3. Strengthening of health, increase of sporting mastery of young sportsmen;
1.1.4. Adjusting of international contacts with the young sportsmen of the European
countries.

2. Organizers and conducting organizations
2.1. The European continental international amateur federation "Unifight"(ЕСIFAU).
2.2. Direct realization of competitions is laid on a referee board that is completed by the
chairman of referee board of ЕСIFAU.
2.3. Chief referee: Anatoly Mikula, referee international category
Chief secretary: Igor Zvyagintsev, referee international category

3. Requirement to the participants of competitions and condition of their
admittance
3.1. The combined teams of the countries - the members of ЕСIFAU are admitted to the
competitions
3.2. National federations the "Unifight" is completed by teams in two age groups:
- it is settled to declare no more than 2 participants in 3 weight categories at the general
amount of participants no more than 10 in each weight category.
- except participants in the complement of the team - 1 leader, 1-2 couches, 1-2 referees and
other officials by the decision of the Executive Committee of National Federation of “Unifight" are
additionally included.
3.3. Competitions are conducted in accordance with the Rules of the "Unifight" edition of
2008 year, approved by FIAU, in the next weight categories:
Boys
age 10-11:
to 28 kg
31 kg
35 kg
40 kg
45 kg
+ 45 kg

Youths of junior
age 12-13:
to 35 kg
40 kg
45 kg
50 kg
55 kg
+ 55 kg

Girls
age 10-11:
to 25 kg
28 kg
32 kg
37 kg
42 kg
+ 42 kg

Girls of junior
age 12-13:
to 28 kg
32 kg
37 kg
42 kg
47 kg
+ 47 kg

3.4. Form of clothing for the conduct of duels in accordance with the Rules of competitions:
kimono of red or blue color, running shoe for overcoming of stripe of obstacles.

4. Program of competitions
3rd of April
- arrival, quartering till 13.00
- Mandate commission, weighing and drawing of participants - from 14.00 to 17.00;
- the official training on the stripe of obstacles - from 17.00 - 18.00;
- conference of members of organizational Committee, referee board and representatives of
teams - from 18.00, next days - upon termination of day of competitions.
4th of April
- beginning of duels, preliminary duels to 1/8 finale inclusive - 10.00 - 12.30;
- opening of competitions - 13.00 - 14.00;
- continuation of duels to the ¼ finale from 14.30-20.00.
5th of April
- beginning of duels, preliminary duels to finale inclusive - 10.00
6th of April
- final duels from 10.00, working out the totals, rewarding of winners, closing of
competitions, departure of participants of competitions.
Competitions are conducted on the special stripe of obstacles and tatami on the olympic
system - with leaving of participant after the first defeat.
In case if in some weight categories it will be less than 4 participants, the participants
of 2 weight categories classes by the decision of referee board can be joined in one or competitions
between them are conducted in a circle system.

5. Terms of working out the totals
5.1. Personal places in each weight category determined:
The 1st place - the winner of the final duel;
The 2nd place - a loser in the finale;
The 3rd place - awarded to 2 participants losing duels in1\2 of the finale;
Losers in 1/4 finale divide 5-8 places, below than the 8th place - locations are not
determined the participants .
During realization of competitions in a circle round personal locations of participants are
determined in accordance with the rules.
5.2. team locations are determined separately, at every age-related group, on the most sum
of points. Points are charged extra to the participants teams that occupied from the 1st to the 8th
place in accordance with the below pointed table:
1 place - 8 points.
2 place - 5 points.
3 place - 3 points.
5-8 place - 1 point.
5.3. Team location in competitions is determined the on the least sum of command places
occupied by the representatives of participating countries at all age-related groups of boys and girls.

6. Rewarding
6.1. Participants occupying in each weight category and age-related group of І, ІІ and ІІІ
places (2 participants) are rewarded:
І place - by a diploma, medal;
ІІ and ІІІ places - by a diploma, medal.
The trainers of winners are rewarded by the diplomas of ЕCIFAU.
Teams winners and prizewinners in a team test are rewarded by cups and diplomas.

7. Terms of financing
7.1. Financing of competitions among children is conducted by ECIFAU.
7.2. Charges on sending on an assignment of participants, leaders of delegations, trainers,
judges in composition of delegations on competitions (accommodation, food, trip) provide sending
on an assignment them countries.
7.3. Accreditation of participants of competitions is 20 euro
7.4. Accommodation – 950-1300 rubles per a day
7.5. 3 meals – 500 rubles per a day

8. Requests on participation
8.1. Preliminary requests are directed to ECIFAU is not later, than 15 days prior to
beginning of competitions, e-mail: ecifau@inbox.ru. Official requests (in 2th copies) appear in
Mandate commission of competitions in the day of arrival of teams.
8.2. Except it participants must have documents, certifying personality (birth certificate),
certificate from the place of studies with a photo, copy of medical policy and agreement on
insurance (original) on this competition.
9. Additional Requirements
Confirmation of participation (number of participants indicating the weight class) European
Championship please report till the 25 of March 2014.
tel / fax: + 7(495)912 27 31, + 7(495)91290 57.E-mail: unifight1@mail.ru.
The address of the Championship: Russia, Kaluga region, Medyn, st. Kirova 100, Sport Hall
"Russian Unifight"

